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Abstract
Let 푘 be a field and퐴 ∈푀푛(푘) be an 푛×푛matrix. We denote퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) = {퐵 ∈푀푛(푘) ∶ 퐵퐴 = 퐴퐵}
be its centralizers in푀푛(푘). The dimension of the space of centralizer was already known by Frobenius.
This paper will give the explicit 푘-basis for퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) and also an algorithm (with polynomial complexity
respect to multiplication in the field 푘) to construct the explicit basis. Lastly, the result can be used to
solve a weaker version of the Wild Problem.
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1
Notations and Preliminary Results
Here are some standard results from Algebra that I need to use. Most of them can be found in standard
Algebra book.
Let 퐴 ∈ 푀푛(푘) be an 푛 × 푛 matrix, we denote 푉퐴 to be the 푘[푥]-module 푘
푛 defined via 푥 ⋅ 푣 = 퐴푣. Let
퐵 ∈ 푀푚(푘) be another matrix, we define
퐴⊕퐵 =
[
A 0
0 B
]
∈ 푀푛+푚(푘)
and it is easy to see that 푉퐴 ⊕ 푉퐵 ≃ 푉퐴⊕퐵.
Let 푓 (푥) = 푥푛 + 푐푛−1푥
푛−1 +⋯ + 푐0 ∈ 푘[푥] be a monic polynomial, we define the Companion Matrix
of 푓 , denoted as 퐶(푓 ) via
퐶(푓 ) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 ⋯ 0 −푐0
1 0 ⋯ 0 −푐1
0 1 ⋯ 0 −푐2
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 0 ⋯ 1 −푐푛−1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
We also have 푉퐶(푓 ) ≃ 푘[푥]∕푓푘[푥] as 푘[푥]-module via 푒푖 ↦ 푥
푖−1. We are going to use this 푘[푥]-isomorphism
explicitly later, so we give it a name as 푇 .
Lemma 1.1. Let 퐴,퐵 ∈ 푀푛(푘), if 푉퐴 ≃ 푉퐵 as 푘[푥]-module, then there is 푃 ∈ 퐺퐿푛(푘) such that 퐴 =
푃퐵푃 −1.
Theorem 1.2. (Rational Canonical Form)
Given 퐴 ∈ 푀푛(푘) and let 푉퐴 be the corresponding 푘[푥]-module. Then there are unique monic polyno-
mials 푓1,…푓푚 ∈ 푘[푥] such that 푓1|푓2|⋯ |푓푚 and
푉퐴 ≃
푘[푥]
/
푓1푘[푥]
⊕⋯⊕
푘[푥]
/
푓푚푘[푥]
≃ 푉퐶(푓1) ⊕⋯⊕ 푉퐶(푓푚)
The 푓1,… , 푓푚 are called invariant factors of the matrix 퐴, and by Lemma 1.1, we know that 퐴 is similar to
퐶(푓1)⊕⋯⊕퐶(푓푚) and we call the latter as the Rational Canonical Form of 퐴.
Lemma 1.3. Suppose 퐴 = 푃퐵푃 −1, then 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) = 푃퐶푀푛(푘)(퐵)푃
−1.
Proof. 퐶 ∈ 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) iff 퐶퐴 = 퐴퐶 iff 퐶푃퐵푃
−1 = 푃퐵푃 −1퐶 iff (푃 −1퐶푃 )퐵 = 퐵(푃 −1퐶푃 ) iff 푃 −1퐶푃 ∈
퐶푀푛(푘)
(퐵) iff 퐶 ∈ 푃퐶푀푛(푘)(퐵)푃
−1
We will first construct centralizer for 퐶(푓1) ⊕ ⋯ ⊕ 퐶(푓푚) in the third section. Then, I will give an
algorithm to find the all the invariant factors and transformation matrix 푃 in the fourth section. This will
give full description of 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴).
2
Dimension of 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) as 푘-vector space
Lemma 2.1. There is an bijection between
퐶푀푛(푘)
(퐴)⟷ End푘[푥](푉퐴)
Proof. Given a matrix 퐵 ∈ 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴), we define 휙 ∶ 푉퐴 ↦ 푉퐴 via 푣 ↦ 퐵 ⋅ 푣. Then 휙(푥 ⋅ 푣) = 휙(퐴푣) =
퐵 ⋅ 퐴푣 = 퐴퐵 ⋅ 푣 = 푥 ⋅ 휙(푣). Hence 휙 ∈ End푘[푥](푉퐴).
Conversely, given 휙 ∶ 푉퐴 ↦ 푉퐴 an 푘[푥]-module homomorphism, it is in particular a 푘-linear map and
hence we can find its canonical matrix representation 퐵 ∈ 푀푛(푘) such that 휙(푣) = 퐵푣. Then we have
휙(푥 ⋅ 푣) = 푥 ⋅ 휙(푣) for all 푣 ∈ 푘푛 which implies 퐵퐴푣 = 퐴퐵푣 for all 푣 ∈ 푘푛. Hence 퐵퐴 = 퐴퐵 and
퐵 ∈ 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴).
We will analyze the structure of End푘[푥](푉퐴) first. Here are some technical lemmas we need.
Lemma 2.2. Let 푅 be a ring and푀푖, 푁푖 be 푅-modules. Then
Hom푅
(
푚⨁
푖=1
푀푖,
푛⨁
푗=1
푁푗
)
≃
⨁
푖,푗
Hom푅(푀푖, 푁푗)
Proof. Here is the explicit isomorphism.
Φ ∶
⨁
푖,푗
Hom푅(푀푖, 푁푗)↦ Hom푅
(
푚⨁
푖=1
푀푖,
푛⨁
푗=1
푁푗
)
via (
Φ(휙푖푗)
)
(푚1,… , 푚푛) =
(
푚∑
푖=1
휙푖1(푚푖) , … ,
푚∑
푖=1
휙푖푛(푚푖)
)
Checking that this is an 푅-module isomorphism is easy. We are going to use this map explicitly later.
Based on this lemma, to understand End푘[푥](푉퐴), it suffice to understand each
Hom푘[푥]
(
푘[푥]
/
푓푖푘[푥]
,
푘[푥]
/
푓푗푘[푥]
)
Lemma 2.3. Let 퐷 be a PID and 퐼 = 푎퐷, 퐽 = 푏퐷 be two ideals of 퐷. Then we define (퐼 ∶ 퐽 ) = {푥 ∈ 퐷 ∶
푥퐽 ⊂ 퐼} which is an ideal in 퐷 containing 퐼 . Denote 푑퐷 = (퐼 ∶ 퐽 ). We will have 푑 = lcm(푎, 푏)∕푏
Then
Hom퐷
(
퐷
/
퐽
,
퐷
/
퐼
)
= {1↦ 휆푑 + 퐼 ∶ 휆 ∈ 퐷}
Proof. Checking that (퐼 ∶ 퐽 ) is an ideal containing 퐼 is trivial. Since 퐷 is principle, we can find 푑 ∈ 퐷
such that 푑퐷 = (퐼 ∶ 퐽 ). Since (퐼 ∶ 퐽 )퐽 ⊂ 퐼 , we have 푑퐷푏퐷 ⊂ 푎퐷 and hence 푎|푑푏, and clearly 푏|푑푏 and
hence lcm(푎, 푏)∕푏
|||푑. It is easy to check that (lcm(푎, 푏)∕푏)퐽 ⊂ 퐼 since lcm(푎, 푏)∕푏 ⋅ 휆푏 = 휆 lcm(푎, 푏) ∈ 푎퐷.
Hence lcm(푎, 푏)∕푏 ∈ 푑퐷 and we have 푑 = lcm(푎, 푏)∕푏.
Note that (퐷∕퐽 ) has dimension 1 as퐷-module and 1+퐽 ∈ 퐷∕퐽 is its generator. HenceHom퐷(퐷∕퐽 ,퐷∕퐼)
depends uniquely on the image of 1 + 퐽 . Pick 휙 ∈ Hom퐷(퐷∕퐽 ,퐷∕퐼), for all 휆 ∈ 퐽 , we have 휙(0) =
휙(휆 ⋅ (1 + 퐽 )) = 휆 ⋅ 휙(1 + 퐽 ) + 퐼 = 0. Hence 퐽휙(1 + 퐽 ) ∈ 퐼 and we have 휙(1 + 퐽 ) ∈ (퐼 ∶ 퐽 ) and it is easy
to check that all 1 ↦ 휆푑 + 퐼 defines an element in Hom퐷(퐷∕퐽 ,퐷∕퐼).
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Corollary 2.4. Pick 푓1, 푓2 ∈ 푘[푥] be non-zero polynomial such that 푓1|푓2 and let 푞 = 푓2∕푓1. Then we have
Hom푘[푥]
(
푘[푥]
/
푓1푘[푥]
, 푘[푥]
/
푓2푘[푥]
)
= {1↦ 휆푞 + 푓2푘[푥] ∶ 휆 ∈ 푘[푥]}
Hom푘[푥]
(
푘[푥]
/
푓2푘[푥]
,
푘[푥]
/
푓1푘[푥]
)
= {1↦ 휆 + 푓1푘[푥] ∶ 휆 ∈ 푘[푥]}
Also, both of them as 푘-vector space has dimension deg 푓1.
Proof. The first part is a direct result from the above lemma. For the second part, the 푘-dimension for the
first space is deg 푓1 since if deg 휆 > deg 푓1, then 휆 = 푓1푎 + 푏 where 푎, 푏 ∈ 푘[푥] and deg 푏 < deg 푓1. Then
휆푞 + 푓2푘[푥] = (푓1푎 + 푏)
푓2
푓1
+ 푓2푘[푥] = 푓2푎 + 푏푞 + 푓2푘[푥] = 푏푞 + 푓2푘[푥] where deg 푏 < deg 푓1.
The 푘-dimension for the second space is obvious.
Now, we have a nice formula for the 푘-dimension of the centralizer of a square matrix 퐴. This result was
also proved by Frobenius.
Proposition 2.5. Let 퐴 ∈ 푀푛(푘) and 푓1|⋯ |푓푚 be its invariant factors, then
dim푘 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) =
푚−1∑
푖=0
(2푖 + 1) deg 푓푚−푖 = deg 푓푚 + 3deg 푓푚−1 + 5deg 푓푚−2 +⋯
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, we have dim푘 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) = dim푘 End푘[푥](푉퐴). Note that
푉퐴 ≃
푘[푥]
/
푓1푘[푥]
⊕⋯⊕
푘[푥]
/
푓푚푘[푥]
Using Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.4, we have
dim푘 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) = dim푘
(⨁
푖,푗
Hom푘[푥]
(
푘[푥]
/
푓푖푘[푥]
,
푘[푥]
/
푓푗푘[푥]
))
=
∑
푖,푗
dim푘 Hom푘[푥]
(
푘[푥]
/
푓푖푘[푥]
,
푘[푥]
/
푓푗푘[푥]
)
=
∑
푖,푗
min(deg 푓푖, deg 푓푗)
For invariant factor 푓푚−푘, we have 푘 number of 푓푗 having deg greater than deg 푓푚−푘 which contributes
2푘 deg 푓푚−푘 and 푖 = 푗 = 푚 − 푘 contributes another deg 푓푚−푘. Then the formula follows.
Corollary 2.6. Let 퐴 ∈ 푀푛(푘). If 퐴 has only 1 invariant factor (When the characteristic polynomial 푓퐴
equals the minimal polynomial 푓푚), then
퐶푀푛(푘)
(퐴) = {휆(퐴) ∶ 휆(푥) ∈ 푘[푥]}
Proof. 퐴 clearly commutes with 휆(퐴) for all 휆(푥) ∈ 푘[푥]. It is easy to check that the latter is a 푘-vector
space with dimension deg 푓푚. By previous proposition, we have dim푘 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) = 푓푚 and hence they must
be equal.
4
Explicit Description for Centralizers of 퐶(푓1)⊕⋯⊕퐶(푓푚)
Suppose 푓1|⋯ |푓푚 ∈ 푘[푥] be monic and non-zero polynomials and let퐴 = 퐶(푓1)⊕⋯⊕퐶(푓푚). Denote 푛푖 =
deg 푓푖 and 푇푖 ∶ 푉퐶(푓푖) ↦ 푘[푥]∕푓푖푘[푥] be the canonical 푘[푥]-module isomorphism via 푒푗 ↦ 푥
푗−1 + 푓푖푘[푥].
We define the generating polynomial 푞푖푗(푥) ∈ 푘[푥] via
푞푖푗(푥) =
{
1 for 푖 ≤ 푗
푓푖∕푓푗 for 푖 > 푗
With a little bit ambiguity, we use to same notation to denote the generating vector 푞푖푗 = 푇푖
−1(푞푖푗(푥)) ∈
푘푛푖
More explicitly, when 푖 > 푗, suppose 푞푖푗(푥) = 푓푖∕푓푗 = 푐0 + 푐1푥 +⋯푥
푛푖−푛푗 ∈ 푘[푥], then we will have
푞푖푗 = (푐0, 푐1,… , 푐푛푖−푛푗−1, 0,… , 0) ∈ 푘
푛푖 . When 푖 ≤ 푗, we will have 푞푖푗 = 푒1 ∈ 푘
푛푖 .
Then we define the generating matrix 푄푖푗 ∈ 푀푛푖,푛푗 (푘) where
푄푖푗 =
[
푞푖푗 퐶(푓푖)푞푖푗 퐶(푓푖)
2푞푖푗 ⋯
]
In particular, 푄푖푖 = 퐼푛푖 .
Theorem 3.1. (Centralizer for Matrix in Rational Canonical Form)
Let 퐴 = 퐶(푓1)⊕⋯⊕퐶(푓푚), then all elements in 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) has the following decomposition as block
matrix ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
퐶11 퐶12 ⋯ 퐶1푚
퐶21 퐶22 ⋯ 퐶2푚
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
퐶푚1 퐶푚2 ⋯ 퐶푚푚
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
Where 퐶푖푗 ∈ 푀푛푖,푛푗 (푘) and 퐶푖푗 depends on choice of 휙푖푗 ∈ Hom푘[푥](푘[푥]∕푓푗 , 푘[푥]∕푓푖).
More explicitly, we have
퐶푖푗 ∈ {휆(퐶(푓푖))푄푖푗 ∶ 휆(푥) ∈ 푘[푥]} = span푘{퐼, 퐶(푓푖),… , 퐶(푓푖)
푛푖−1}푄푖푗
Note that the right hand side is not 푘-linear independent when 푖 > 푗. To make it linear independent, we
pick span푘{퐼, 퐶(푓푖),… , 퐶(푓푖)
푛푗−1}푄푖푗 instead when 푖 > 푗.
The explicit basis for 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) is given by picking 퐶푖푗 from above and other blocks being 0.
Proof. To understand 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴), it suffice to understand End푘[푥](푉퐴) in an explicit manner and represent
each element as a matrix.
We proved so far that
End푘[푥] 푉퐴 ≃
푚⨁
1
Hom푘[푥]
(
푘[푥]
/
푓푖푘[푥]
,
푘[푥]
/
푓푗푘[푥]
)
Picking (휙푖푗) in the RHS, then this is mapped to 휙 ∈ End푘[푥](푉퐴) via
휙(푎1,… , 푎푚) =
(
푚∑
1
휙푖1(푎푖),… ,
푚∑
1
휙푖푚(푎푖)
)
Consider the following commuting diagram
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⨁푚
1
푘[푥]∕푓푖푘[푥]
⨁푚
1
푘[푥]∕푓푖푘[푥]
⨁푚
1
푉퐶(푓푖)
⨁푚
1
푉퐶(푓푖)
휙
푇 −1=(푇1
−1,…,푇푚
−1)푇=(푇1,…,푇푚)
Φ
Pick (푣1,… , 푣푚) ∈
⨁푚
1
푉퐶(푓푖)
, then we have
Φ(푣1,… , 푣푚) = 푇
−1휙푇 (푣1,… , 푣푚) = 푇
−1휙(푇1(푣1),… , 푇푚(푣푚))
= 푇 −1
(
푚∑
1
휙푖1(푇푖(푣푖)),… ,
푚∑
1
휙푖푚푇푖(푣푖)
)
=
(
푚∑
1
푇1
−1휙푖1(푇푖(푣푖)),… ,
푚∑
1
푇푚
−1휙푖푚푇푖(푣푖)
)
In particular, Φ(푣푗 ) =
(
푇1
−1휙푖1(푇푗 (푣푗)),… , 푇푚
−1휙푖푚푇푗(푣푗)
)
(with a little bit ambiguity of internal and
external direct sum, the 푣푖 means (0, 0,… , 푣푖,… , 0) ∈
⨁푚
1
푉퐶(푓푖)
). Hence represented as a matrix, we have
the desired block decomposition with the block 퐶푖푗 depending on 휙푖푗 ∈ Hom푘[푥](푘[푥]∕푓푗 , 푘[푥]∕푓푖), and 퐶푖푗
is the matrix representation of 푘[푥]-module homomorphism
Φ푖푗 ∶ 푉퐶(푓푗 ) ↦ 푉퐶(푓푖) via 푣푗 ↦ 푇
−1
푖
(휙푖푗푇푗(푣푗))
To make it easier to understand Φ푖푗 , I draw the commuting diagram here:
푘[푥]∕푓푗푘[푥] 푘[푥]∕푓푖푘[푥]
푉퐶(푓푗)
푉퐶(푓푖)
휙
푇푖
−1푇푗
Φ푖푗
By Corollary 2.4, we have
Hom푘[푥]
(
푘[푥]
/
푓푗푘[푥]
,
푘[푥]
/
푓푖푘[푥]
)
= {1 ↦ 휆 ⋅ 푞푖푗(푥) + 푓푗푘[푥] ∶ 휆 ∈ 푘[푥]}
= 푘[푥](1 ↦ 푞푖푗(푥) + 푓푗푘[푥])
and 푞푖푗(푥) = 1 when 푖 ≤ 푗 and 푞푖푗(푥) = 푓푖∕푓푗 when 푖 > 푗. This matches our definition of the generating
polynomial.
Note that all the 휙푖푗 can be written as 1 ↦ 휆(푥)푞푖푗(푥) for some 휆(푥) ∈ 푘[푥]. Using the 푘[푥] module
structure of 푉퐶(푓푖), 푉퐶(푓푗) and the property that Φ푖푗 is 푘[푥]-module homomorphism, we have
Φ푖푗(푣푗) = 푇
−1
푖
(휆(푥)푞푖푗 (푥)푇푗(푣푗)) = 휆(푥) ⋅ (푇
−1
푖
(푞푖푗(푥)푇푗 (푣푗)) = 휆(퐶(푓푖))푇
−1
푖
(푞푖푗(푥)푇푗(푣푗 ))
We denote the matrix representation of 푣푗 ↦ 푇푖
−1(푞푖푗(푥)푇푗(푣푗 )) as 푄푖푗 and we have
퐶푖푗 ∈ {휆(퐶(푓푖))푄푖푗 ∶ 휆(푥) ∈ 푘[푥]}
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Now, it suffice to show that the matrix representation of the map 푣푗 ↦ 푇푖
−1(푞푖푗(푥)푇푗 (푣푗)) is the generat-
ing matrix that we defined previously.
The first column of 푄푖푗 is the image of 푒1 which is sent to 푇
−1
푖
(푞푖푗(푥) ⋅ 1) = 푇
−1
푖
(푞푖푗(푥)) = 푞푖푗 . Note that
푇푗(푒푘) = 푥
푘−1 ⋅ 푇푗(푒1) and hence
푇 −1
푖
(푞푖푗(푥)푇푗(푒푘)) = 푇
−1
푖
(푞푖푗(푥)푥
푘−1푇푗(푒1)) = 푥
푘−1
⋅ (푇 −1
푖
(푞푖푗(푥)푇푗(푒1))) = 퐶(푓푖)
푘−1푞푖푗
Hence this 푄푖푗 is exactly the generating matrix that we defined earlier.
Next, I will give an algorithm for finding the rational canonical form of a matrix and also the transfor-
mation matrix.
7
Smith Normal Form and Invariant Factors
We will first show the connection between the Smith Normal Form of 푥퐼 − 퐴 ∈ 푀푛(푘[푥]) and invariant
factors of 퐴 ∈ 푀푛(푘). Then I will give an algorithm with polynomial complexity for finding the Smith
Normal Form.
Lemma 4.1. Let퐷 be an PID, and퐴 ∈ 푀푛,푚(퐷) be an 푛×푚matrix. Denote푁퐴(퐷) = {푣 ∈ 퐷
푚 ∶ 퐴푣 = 0}
and푅퐴(퐷) = {퐴푣 ∈ 퐷
푛 ∶ 푣 ∈ 푅푚}. Let 퐹 be the field of fraction of퐷, and define푁퐴(퐹 ), 푅퐴(퐹 ) similarly.
Let 푟 = dim퐹 푅퐴(퐹 ), then we have the following results:
1. 퐷푚 ∕푁퐴(퐷) is a free 퐷-module and there is 푥1,… , 푥푚 ∈ 퐷
푚 basis for 퐷푚 such that 푁퐴(퐷) =
퐷푥푟+1 ⊕⋯⊕퐷푥푚.
2. There is 푦1,… , 푦푛 ∈ 퐷
푛 퐷-basis for퐷푛 and 푑1|⋯ |푑푛 ∈ 퐷 such that푅퐴(퐷) = 퐷푑1푦1⊕⋯⊕퐷푑푛푦푛.
Proposition 4.2. (Smith Normal Form)
With the same setup as the above lemma, we have
퐴 = [푦1,… , 푦푛] diag(푑1,… , 푑푟, 0,… , 0)[푥1,… , 푥푚]
−1
where [푦1,… , 푦푛] ∈ 퐺퐿푛(퐷), [푥1,… , 푥푚] ∈ 퐺퐿푚(퐷) and diag(푑1,… , 푑푟, 0,… , 0) is the Smith Normal
Form of 퐴.
Proof. Pick 푣 + 푁퐴(퐷) ∈ 퐷
푚∕푁퐴(퐷) and suppose there is 푑 ∈ 퐷 − {0} such that 푑(푣 + 푁퐴(퐷)) = 0.
Then we have 푑푣 ∈ 푁퐴(퐷) and hence 퐷(푑푣) = 0. Since 푑 ≠ 0, we have 퐷푣 = 0 and hence 푣 ∈ 푁퐴(퐷),
푇 표푟(퐷푚∕푁퐴(퐷)) = 0. Since 퐷 is a PID, 퐷
푚∕푁퐴(퐷) is free.
Since푁퐴(퐷) is a submodule of a free module 퐷
푚, we can find 푥1,… , 푥푚 ∈ 퐷
푚 and 푎1|⋯ |푎푘 ∈ 퐷 such
that 퐷푚 =
⨁푚
1
퐷푥푖 and 푁퐴(퐷) =
⨁푘
1
퐷푎푖푥푖. Then
퐷푚
/
푁퐴(퐷)
≃
(
푘⨁
1
퐷
/
푎푖퐷
)
⊕퐷푚−푘
Since 퐷푚∕푁퐴(퐷) is torsion free, we must have 푎푖 ∈ 퐷
×. By changing 푥푖 to 푎푖푥푖, we may assumes that
푎푖 = 1, and by swapping the order of 푥푖’s we can have 푁퐴(퐷) = 퐷푥푚−푘+1 ⊕⋯⊕퐷푥푚.
Then note that rank(푅퐴(퐷)) = dim퐹 푅퐴(퐹 ) = 푟. Since 푅퐴(퐷) is a submodule of 퐷
푛 which is free, we
can find 푦1,… , 푦푛 basis for 퐷
푛 and 푑1|… |푑푟 ∈ 퐷 such that 푅퐴(퐷) =⨁푟1퐷푑푖푦푖.
Consider the surjective퐷-module homomorphism퐷푚 ↦ 푅퐴(퐷) via 푣↦ 퐴푣which have kernel푁퐴(퐷).
We have 퐷∕푁퐴(퐷) ≃ 푅퐴(퐷) via 푣 +푁퐴(퐷) ↦ 퐴푣. Hence 퐷푥1 ⊕⋯⊕퐷푥푚−푘 ≃ 퐷푑1푦1 ⊕⋯⊕퐷푑푟푦푟.
Hence 푚 − 푘 = 푟 and we have 푁퐴(퐷) ≃
⨁푚
푟+1
퐷푥푖. Moreover, since 푑1푦1,… , 푑푛푦푛 is basis for 푅퐴(퐷).
Then using the map 퐷푚∕푁퐴(퐷) ≃ 푅퐴(퐷) via 푣 +푁퐴(퐷) ↦ 퐴푣, we can find 푥
′
1
… , 푥′
푟
which are basis for
퐷푥1 ⊕⋯⊕퐷푥푟 and 퐴푥
′
푖
= 푑푖푦푖.
By changing 푥1,… , 푥푟 to 푥
′
1
,… , 푥′
푟
, we get the desired results.
Theorem 4.3. (Algorithm for Invariant Factors and Transformation Matrix)
Let 푘 be a field, and 퐴 ∈ 푀푛(푘). Suppose
푥퐼 − 퐴 = 훾1(diag(푓1,… , 푓푛))훾2
is the Smith Normal Form of 푥퐼 −퐴 ∈푀푛(푘[푥]). Assume that 훾1 = [푦1,… , 푦푛]. Let 푚 be the largest integer
such that deg 푓푚−1 = 0. Then 푓푚,… , 푓푛 are invariant factors of 퐴, and the transformation matrix 푃 such
that 퐴 = 푃 (퐶(푓푚)⊕⋯⊕퐶(푓푛))푃
−1 is given by
푃 =
[
휙(푦푚) 퐴휙(푦푚) ⋯ 퐴
휆푚−1휙(푦푚) 휙(푦푚+1) ⋯ 퐴
휆푚+1−1휙(푦푚+1) ⋯
]
where 휆푚 is the degree of the invariant factor 푓푚, and 휙 ∶ 푘[푥]
푛
↦ 푉퐴 is defined by
∑∞
0
푥푖푣푖 ↦
∑∞
0
퐴푖푣푖
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Proof. Let 푟 be the number of non-zero entries on the diagonal as previous. We first show that 푟 = 푛 and
hence the Smith Normal Form of 푥퐼 − 퐴 has no zero entries on the diagonal.
Note that det(푥퐼 − 퐴) ≠ 0 since if not, we can find 푣푓 ≠ 0 ∈ 푘[푥]
푛 such that 퐴푣푓 = 푥푣푓 . However,
the deg of the polynomial on both sides does not match unless 푣푓 = 0. Hence det(푥퐼 −퐴) ≠ 0 and we have
det diag(푓1,… , 푓푟, 0,… , 0) ≠ 0. Hence we must have 푟 = 푛.
Consider the map
휙 ∶ 푘[푥]푛 ↦ 푉퐴
via
∞∑
0
푥푖푣푖 ↦
∞∑
0
퐴푖푣푖 푣푖 ∈ 푘
푛 and only finite # of 푣푖 ≠ 0
It is easy to check that 휙 is a surjective 푘[푥]-module homomorphism. (Surjectivity is from 휙(푣) = 푣) We
claim that
ker 휙 = 푅푥퐼−퐴(푘[푥]) = 푘[푥]푓1푦1 ⊕⋯⊕ 푘[푥]푓푛푦푛
(The second equality is from the proof for Smith Normal Form, where 푦1,… , 푦푛 is a basis for 푘[푥]
푛)
Pick 푣 = (푥퐼 − 퐴)
∑∞
0
푥푖푣푖 =
∑∞
0
푥푖+1푣푖 −
∑∞
0
푥푖(퐴푣푖) ∈ 푅푥퐼−퐴(푘[푥]), then
휙(푣) =
∞∑
0
퐴푖+1푣푖 −
∞∑
0
퐴푖(퐴푣푖) = 0
Hence 푅푥퐼−퐴(푘[푥]) ⊂ ker 휙.
Conversely, suppose
∑∞
0
푥푖푣푖 ∈ ker 휙. Then we have
∑∞
0
퐴푖푣푖 = 0. WLOG, assume that 푣푖 = 0 for
푖 > 푘. Then we have
푣0 + 퐴푣1 +⋯퐴
푘푣푘 = 0 (1)
We will construct 푣′
0
,… , 푣′
푘
inductively such that 푣푖 = 푣
′
푖−1
− 퐴푣′
푖
with 푣′
−1
= 0:
Let 푣′
0
= 푣1 +…+ 퐴
푘−1푣푘, then note that −퐴푣
′
0
= 푣0 by (1).
Having defined 푣′
푖
, we consider 퐴푖+1(푣푖+1−푣
′
푖
) = 퐴푖+1푣푖+1−퐴
푖+1푣′
푖
= 퐴푖+1푣푖+1−퐴
푖(푣′
푖−1
−푣푖). Inductively,
we have 퐴푖+1(푣푖+1 − 푣
′
푖
) = 퐴푖+1푣푖+1 + 퐴푖푣푖 +⋯ 푣0. Using equation 1), we have
퐴푖+1(푣푖+1 − 푣
′
푖
) = −(퐴푖+2푣푖+2 +⋯ + 퐴
푘푣푘)
and hence
푣푖+1 − 푣
′
푖
= −퐴(푣푖+2 +⋯ + 퐴
푘−푖−1푣푘)
Then 푣′
푖+1
= 푣푖+2 +⋯ + 퐴
푘−푖−1푣푘 satisfies the desired property.
Then
∑∞
0 푥
푖푣푖 =
∑∞
0 푥
푖(푣′
푖−1
− 퐴푣′
푖
) =
∑∞
0 푥
푖+1푣′
푖
−
∑∞
0 퐴푥
푖푣′
푖
=
∑∞
0 (푥퐼 − 퐴)푥
푖푣′
푖
∈ 푅푥퐼−퐴(푘[푥]).
Hence we have
푅푥퐼−퐴(푘[푥]) = ker 휙 = 푘[푥]푓1푦1 ⊕⋯⊕ 푘[푥]푓푛푦푛
Then using the surjective 푘[푥]-module homomorphism 휙, we have
푘[푥]푛
/
푅푥퐼−퐴(푘[푥])
=
푛⨁
1
푘[푥]∕푓푖(푥)푘[푥] =
푛⨁
푚
푘[푥]∕푓푖(푥)푘[푥] ≃ 푉퐴
By Uniqueness of Rational canonical Form, we know that 푓푚,… , 푓푛 are invariant factor for 퐴.
To find the transformation matrix 푃 ∈ 퐺퐿푛(푘) such that 퐴 = 푃 (퐶(푓푚)⊕⋯⊕퐶(푓푛))푃
−1, it suffice to
understand the isomorphism
푉퐴 ≃
푛⨁
푚
푘[푥]∕푓푖(푥)푘[푥] ≃
푛⨁
푚
푉퐶(푓푖)
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explicitly.
Let 휆푖 = deg 푓푖, We consider following diagram, where 푇 is the standard map as in previous section:
푇 ∶ 푉퐶(푓 ) ↦ 푘[푥]∕푓푘[푥] via 푒푖 ↦ 푥
푖−1:⨁푛
푚
푘[푥]∕푓푗푘[푥]
⨁푛
1 푘[푥]푦푖∕푓푖푦푖푘[푥]
⨁푛
푚
푉퐶(푓푗 )
푉퐴
푖
휙푇
To construct 푃 , we need to know image of 푒푖. Consider 푒1, 푒1 will be sent to 푇 (푒1) = (1, 0,… , 0), 푖(푇 (푒1)) =
푦푚, and 휙(푖(푇 (푒1))) = 휙(푦푚);
Similarly, if 휆푚 ≥ 2. then using 푇 (푒2) = 푥푇 (푒1), we have 휙(푖(푇 (푒2))) = 휙(푥푦푚) = 푥휙(푦푚) = 퐴휙(푦푚).
Hence
푃 =
[
휙(푦푚) 퐴휙(푦푚) ⋯ 퐴
휆푚−1휙(푦푚) 휙(푦푚+1) ⋯ 퐴
휆푚+1−1휙(푦푚+1) ⋯
]
In summary, given퐴 ∈푀푛(푘), if we want to find퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴), we first find the Smith Normal Form of 푥퐼−
퐴 ∈ 푀푛(푘[푥]). Using what has been described above, we can find all invariant factors 푓1,… , 푓푚 of 퐴 and
the transformation matrix 푃 such that 퐴 = 푃퐶(푓1)⊕⋯⊕퐶(푓푚)푃
−1. Then 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) = 푃퐶푀푛(푘)(퐶(푓1)⊕
⋯⊕퐶(푓푚))푃
−1 where 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐶(푓1)⊕⋯⊕퐶(푓푚)) is described in the previous section.
Finding the Smith Normal Form of a matrix and the transformation matrix has polynomial complexity
(See [2] for a detailed discussion of the complexity). The 푘-dimension of the centralizer is at most 푛2, and
constructing the each basis element involves at most one step of polynomial division and 푛 steps of matrix
multiplying a vector. Hence the whole algorithm for producing the 푘-basis for 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) has polynomial
complexity.
A sample implementation in C++ which supports 푘 to be ℤ∕푝ℤ can be found at
https://github.com/TianhaoW/CentralizerOfMatrix.
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Examples
Suppose
퐴 = 퐶(푥2 + 1)⊕퐶(푥3 + 푥2 + 푥 + 1) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
∈ 푀5(픽2)
We have 푞21(푥) = 푥 + 1, 푞12 = (1, 0) and 푞21 = (1, 1, 0). Then we calculate the generating matrix, we
have 푄12 =
[
1 0 1
0 1 0
]
, 푄21 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 0
1 1
0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ and 푄11 = 퐼2, 푄22 = 퐼3. Then we have
퐶푀푛(픽2)
(퐴) =
{[
퐶11 퐶12
퐶21 퐶22
]}
with 퐶11 ∈ span픽2
{
퐼2,
[
0 1
1 0
]}
, 퐶22 ∈ span픽2
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩퐼3,
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
⎤⎥⎥⎦
2⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
퐶12 ∈ span픽2
{
푄12,
[
0 1
1 0
]
푄12
}
, 퐶21 ∈ span픽2
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩푄21,
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
⎤⎥⎥⎦푄21
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
Here is another example by running the sample code with 푘 = ℤ∕5ℤ and 퐴 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 1 3
3 2 4
0 0 4
⎤⎥⎥⎦. The output
for the explicit basis for the space of centralizer is
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 3 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 2
0 0 0
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
⎡⎢⎢⎣
4 2 0
2 1 0
3 4 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 2 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 1 3
0 3 4
0 0 4
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
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The Wild Problem
One version of thewild problem can be described as the following: Let 푘 be a field, and퐴,퐵,퐴′, 퐵′ ∈ 푀푛(푘),
determine if (퐴,퐵), (퐴′, 퐵′) are simultaneously similar or not. In other words, determine if there is a matrix
푃 ∈ 퐺퐿푛(푘) such that 푃퐴푃
−1 = 퐴′ and 푃퐵푃 −1 = 퐵′.
If we relax the condition of 푃퐴푃 −1 = 퐴′ and 푃퐵푃 −1 = 퐵′ to 푃퐴 = 퐴′푃 , 푃퐵 = 퐵′푃 (drop the
invertibility of 푃 ), the complete description of 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴)will give an algorithm with polynomial complexity
to determine this.
Starting with the pair (퐴,퐵), (퐴′, 퐵′) and suppose 퐴 ∼ 퐴′, 퐵 ∼ 퐵′, we first find the Rational Canonical
Form of 퐴,퐴′, 퐵, 퐵′. Denote 푅퐴 as the Rational Canonical Form of 퐴,퐴
′ (퐴 ∼ 퐴′, they have the same
Rational Canonical Form), and 푅퐵 as the Rational Canonical Form of 퐵,퐵
′.
Suppose 푃퐴푃 −1 = 퐴′ and 푄퐵푄−1 = 퐵′, (an example of 푃 ,푄 can be found from the transformation
matrix to 푅퐴 and 푅퐵). If 푃1 also satisfies 푃1퐴 = 퐴
′푃1, then we have 푃1퐴 = 푃퐴푃
−1푃1 which implies
(푃 −1푃1)퐴 = 퐴(푃
−1푃1). Hence 푃
−1푃1 ∈ 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴), and we have 푃1 ∈ 푃퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴). It can be verified easily
that the converse also holds.
In other words, all the matrix 푃1 such that 푃1퐴 = 퐴
′푃1 are given by 푃1 ∈ 푃퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴). To determine if
there is 푈 such that 푈퐴 = 퐴′푈 and 푈퐵 = 퐵′푈 , it suffice to check if 푃퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) ∩푄퐶푀푛(푘)(퐵) = ∅.
As we showed earlier, 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴) is a 푘-vector space and we know its basis explicitly. Also,
푃퐶푀푛(푘)
(퐴), 푄퐶푀푛(푘)(퐵) are also 푘-vector spaces and their basis are given by left multiplication of 푃 ,푄 to
the basis of 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐴), 퐶푀푛(푘)(퐵).
Now, the question is reduced to determine if the intersection of two vector spaces with known basis are
empty or not. This can be solved easily by doing row reductions.
The set of 푈 such that 푈퐴 = 퐴′푈 and 푈퐵 = 퐵′푈 is a 푘-vector space. If we want to solve the wild
problem, we need to determine if this 푘-vector space of matrices has invertible elements or not, for which I
do not have a solution.
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